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Environments change, for both natural and anthropogenic reasons, which can
threaten species persistence. Evolutionary adaptation is a potentially powerful
mechanism to allow species to persist in these changing environments.
To determine the conditions under which adaptation will prevent extinction
(evolutionary rescue), classic quantitative geneticsmodelshave assumedacon-
stantly changing environment. They predict that species traits will track a
moving environmental optimum with a lag that approaches a constant. If fit-
ness is negative at this lag, the species will go extinct. There have been many
elaborations of these models incorporating increased genetic realism. Here,
we review and explore the consequences of four ecological complications:
non-quadratic fitness functions, interacting density- and trait-dependence,
species interactions and fundamental limits to adaptation. We show that
non-quadratic fitness functions can result in evolutionary tipping points and
existential crises, as can the interaction between density- and trait-dependent
mortality. We then review the literature on how interspecific interactions
affect adaptation and persistence. Finally, we suggest an alternative theoretical
framework that considers bounded environmental change and fundamental
limits to adaptation. A research programme that combines theory and exper-
iments and integrates across organizational scales will be needed to predict
whether adaptation will prevent species extinction in changing environments.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Integrative research perspectives
on marine conservation’.
1. Introduction
Populations and species face ever-changing environments, putting them at risk
of extinction. Adaptive evolution is one mechanism that may allow populations
to persist (i.e. evolutionary rescue, reviewed in [1]), but it remains unclear
which populations can adapt fast enough to persist in the face of anthropogenic
disturbance and climate change (see [2] and references within). One productive
way of addressing this question theoretically has been the study of moving opti-
mum models (reviewed in [3]; see electronic supplementary material, tables S1
and S2 for a more up-to-date list of studies). Here, a population is confronted
with tracking a changing environmental optimum whose expected value
increases linearly in time by evolving a matching phenotype. If the phenotype
does not track the environment closely enough the population goes extinct.
Analyses of these models have revealed how key genetic and demographic fac-
tors control the fate of a population, including their expected phenotypic lag
behind the optimum and mean growth rate for a given rate of environmental
change, as well as the critical rate of environmental change beyond which
extinction is certain. These theoretical results have now been parameterized
to make quantitative predictions for a number of populations [4–7].

The basic moving optimum model (reviewed in ‘Quantitative genetics
moving optimum models’ (§2) below) has seen a large number of extensions
since its introduction 30 years ago (see electronic supplementary material,
tables S1 and S2). Many of these extensions have focused on the effect of asexual
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Figure 1. Overview of classical quantitative genetics moving optimum models, with fitness landscape �r(x). (a) The species adapts at a rate proportional to the
fitness gradient @�r=@�x, while the optimal trait E increases at rate δ, shifting the entire fitness landscape. (b) An equivalent formulation in the moving frame of
reference considers the dynamics of the trait lag xl = E−�x, where the moving optimum acts directly on the trait lag. The trait lag reaches an equilibrium x̂l . (c) The
equilibrium trait lag increases with increasing δ. (d ) When the equilibrium trait lag exceeds the critical value xl,c where fitness is zero, the species cannot keep up
with environmental change and is driven extinct. (Online version in colour.)
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versus sexual reproduction, the number of phenotypic traits
under selection and the genetic basis of adaptation (largely
reviewed in [3]). Here, we instead focus on summarizing and
extending some of the ecological complications that have been
introduced to the moving optimum model: non-quadratic
relationships between phenotype and fitness (Complication
1), density dependence and explicit birth–death models (Com-
plication 2), species interactions (Complication 3) and
constraints imposed by the fundamental limits to the niche
(Complication 4). Understanding how these ecological compli-
cations affect the conclusions of the basic moving optimum
model will help us predict how populations will adapt, and
if they are likely to persist, in our changing world.
2. Quantitative genetics moving optimum
models

The classic quantitative genetics moving optimum models
[8,9] assume that Malthusian fitness r is a quadratic function
of the difference between the trait x and the environment E:

r(x,E) ¼ rmax � (x� E)2

2s2
r

, ð2:1Þ

(figure 1a; key symbols summarized in table 1). Note that
these models and our subsequent elaborations are formulated
with overlapping generations in continuous time. In discrete
time models with non-overlapping generations, fitness (i.e.
the expected number of offspring per offspring) W ¼ er, so
that the quadratic fitness function (2.1) is Gaussian in discrete
time. For consistency, we will strictly deal with continuous
time models in this paper, so we refer to such fitness functions
as quadratic.

Each trait value is assumed to be the sum of an inherited
genetic component (i.e. breeding value) and a random,
non-inherited environmental effect, x ¼ gþ e. Each environ-
mental effect is assumed to be an independent random pull
from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance Ve.
Assuming the breeding values, g, are normally distributed
with mean �g and variance Vg, population mean fitness is
�r ¼ �rmax � (�x� E)2=2s2

r , where �rmax ¼ 1� Vp=2s2
r is the maxi-

mum population mean fitness, sr sets the strength of
stabilizing selection, and Vp ¼ Vg þ Ve is the total phenotypic
variance. The mean trait value �x then evolves at a rate set by
the product of the fitness gradient @�r=@ �x and the additive
genetic variance Vg [10]. Therefore, at equilibrium in a con-
stant environment, the mean trait matches the optimum
�x ¼ E and mean fitness is maximized.

Now consider an environment that changes at a constant
rate d, so that the optimum at time t is E(t) ¼ E0 þ dt. It is
easier to analyse the model in a moving frame of reference,
where the dynamics of themean trait lag xl ¼ E� �x are given by

dxl
dt

¼ d� Vg
@�r
@�x

: ð2:2Þ

An equilibrium lag occurs when the rate of adaptation
matches the rate of environmental change (figure 1b–d ).
With fitness function (2.1) and constant genetic variance,
this results in an equilibrium lag x̂l ¼ ds2

r=Vg. Population
persistence, �r > 0, is possible when x̂l , xl;c ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�rmaxs2

r

p
so the critical rate of environmental change is
dc ¼ Vg

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�rmax=s2

r

p
[8,9].

Population persistence is enhanced by factors that increase
xc. On one hand, if we assume a constant maximum mean
growth rate,�rmax , thenboth increasedadditivegenetic variance,
Vg, and curvature in the fitness function (i.e. stronger selection,
1=s2

r ) will increase xc. Effectively, they lead to faster evolution
and, consequently, a smaller lag (x̂l). However, �rmax itself
decreases with both additive genetic variance and selection
owing to increased variance load. The combined effect of these
two factors (lag and variance load) results in persistence being
most likely in populations with intermediate amounts of addi-
tive genetic variance under moderately strong selection.
Allowing genetic variance to evolve complicates this picture,



Table 1. Key symbols used.

symbol meaning

r, �r fitness, mean fitness

x, �x trait, mean trait

E environmental optimum trait value

rmax maximum fitness

sr width of fitness function

Vg additive genetic variance

d rate of environmental change

xl ¼ E � �x, x̂l trait lag, equilibrium trait lag

dc critical rate of environmental change, where �r ¼ 0

dtip tipping point rate of environmental change, where

population goes extinct abruptly

b birth rate

d death rate

N, N̂ population density, equilibrium population density

xl;c critical trait lag

Epre, Epost environment before and after change

Ec,eco, Ec,evo ecological and evolutionary critical environmental
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as stronger selection leads to reduced variance and hence a var-
iance load that does not necessarily increasewith the strength of
selection (see equation (14) in [11] for an approximation ofVg as
a function of selection strength).
Figure 2. Non-quadratic fitness landscapes. (a) A Gaussian fitness landscape.
(b) The fitness gradient has extrema at the inflection points of the fitness
landscape, so that the rate of adaptation does not increase linearly with
trait lag. (c) Depending on the rate of environmental change δ and the addi-
tive genetic variance Vg, this results in either two equilibria, one stable x̂l,st
(solid line) and one unstable x̂l,unst (dashed line), or no equilibrium at all
when δ > δtip. Parameter values: rmax = 1, σr = 1, d = 0.1, Vg = 1.
(Online version in colour.)
3. Complication 1: non-quadratic fitness
functions

As we recently pointed out [12], most moving optima models
have followed the quantitative genetics tradition in assuming
that fitness is a quadratic function of phenotype. This approach
has a long and successful history (e.g. [10,13]) because it is a
useful approximation of any form of stabilizing selection pro-
vided the population is close to the phenotypic optimum
(essentially a second-order Taylor series expansion of fitness
around the optimum). While this condition has long been a
common assumption, it is not necessarily validwhen consider-
ing extinction due to sufficiently rapid environmental change:
far from the phenotypic optimum there is little evidence to say
what shape fitness functions will take.

Are moving optima models sensitive to the assumption of
a quadratic fitness function? Osmond & Klausmeier [12] have
shown that the central concept of moving optima models, the
existence of a critical rate of environmental change, may
collapse if fitness functions are not quadratic. In particular,
inflection points in the continuous time fitness function
cause extrema in the selection gradient that can produce evol-
utionary tipping points and existential crises, where small
changes in the phenotypic lag cause sudden shifts to alterna-
tive stable states (including extinction). For example, assume
birth rate is a Gaussian function and death rate is constant

r(x,E) ¼ rmaxe�ðx�EÞ2=2s2
r � d ð3:1Þ
(figure 2a). A fitness function that is bounded from below
is plausible, given that birth rates cannot be negative.
Figure 2b then shows the extrema in the selection gradient
that arise at the inflection points and figure 2c shows the tip-
ping point that results. These evolutionary tipping points are
problematic from a conservation perspective because they
are difficult to detect beforehand and cause hysteresis,
e.g. slowing the rate of environmental change may not help a
population recover.

Evolutionary tipping points have also been observed in a
recent extension of the moving optimum model to stage-
structured populations [14]. This is despite the fact that each
component of fitness in this model is quadratic (in continuous
time). However, in age- and stage-structured populations the
selection gradient (and thus life-time fitness) depends on the
elasticities of each transition [15], which vary with mean trait
value, creating nonlinearities. These nonlinearities can then
cause extrema in the selection gradient, just as inflection
points in the fitness function do (see also Complication 2:
population dynamics (§4)).
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4. Complication 2: population dynamics
Perhaps the biggest simplification ofmany quantitative genetics
moving optimum models is ignoring density dependence by
assuming exponential growth. These models assume that a
population persists when fitness is positive, �r . 0, and goes
extinctwhen fitness is negative,�r , 0, and that this fitness func-
tion does not change with density. However, a basic ecological
tenet is that exponential growth cannot be maintained indefi-
nitely: at some point, population growth (and fitness)
becomes density-dependent. A number of studies have there-
fore included density dependence in analytical explorations of
moving optimum models (e.g. [11,16,17]), and essentially all
simulations of the moving optimum model have required at
least a simple carrying capacity to be computationally feasible.

One straightforward way to include density dependence
is to allow fitness to be a function of population density,
N. Then demography and evolution can be combined by
augmenting the dynamics of the mean trait (equation (2.2))
with population dynamics given by dN=dt ¼ �r(�x,E,N)N.
This approach has been called ‘ecological quantitative
genetics’ to emphasize its coupling of ecological and evol-
utionary dynamics on similar timescales [18]. It is closely
related to the eco-evolutionary framework of adaptive
dynamics [19]. However, unlike adaptive dynamics, ecologi-
cal quantitative genetics does not assume that evolution is
mutation-limited [18], making it more appropriate for
understanding persistence in rapidly changing environments.

The details of how fitness depends on population density
and the trait under selection can have a major effect on the
ability of evolution to allow persistence (see, for example,
[17]). For example, consider the per capita growth rate of a
population, which is the difference between births and
deaths: r ¼ b� d. Density dependence and trait dependence
(i.e. selection) can each enter into both of these terms. The fol-
lowing models all feature logistic density dependence, which
prevents unlimited growth, and quadratic trait dependence
of fitness, but in four different combinations:

r(x,E,N) ¼ bmax � (x� E)2

2s2
r

 !
� d(1þN), ð4:1aÞ

r(x,E,N) ¼ b(1�N)� dmin þ (x� E)2

2s2
r

 !
, ð4:1bÞ

r(x,E,N) ¼ bmax � (x� E)2

2s2
r

 !
(1�N)� d, ð4:1cÞ

r(x,E,N) ¼ b� dmin þ (x� E)2

2s2
r

 !
(1þN): ð4:1dÞ

Trait dependence occurs in the birth term of equations (4.1a)
and (4.1c) and the death term of equations (4.1b) and (4.1d).
By contrast, density dependence affects deaths in equations
(4.1a) and (4.1d) and births in equations (4.1b) and (4.1c). Of
course, these four combinations can occur together; we con-
sider them separately to illustrate the differences among
them. All of these fitness functionsmatch the density-indepen-
dent quantitative genetics model (2.1) at low densities (N � 0),
which is particularly relevant for population persistence. Note
that populations are driven extinct before birth rates can
become negative in (4.1a) and (4.1c). We find equilibrium
population size and trait lag by setting dN=dt ¼ 0 and
dxl=dt ¼ 0 and solving for N̂ and x̂l [20].

All of thesemodels share the same critical rate of change dc,
where�r ¼ 0 at the equilibriumtrait lag x̂l, as in traditional quan-
titative geneticsmodels. However, they show different patterns
of equilibrium population size N̂ and trait lag x̂l as the rate of
environmental change increases (figure 3). When density
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dependence and trait dependence are independent (equations
(4.1a) and (4.1b)), the trait lag increases linearly and the popu-
lation size declines quadratically with d until dc (figure 3a; as
shown in Figure 2D,E in [17]). These twoequations are formally
identical, so they behave the sameway.When births depend on
both density and the trait, the trait lag increases faster initially
while population size declines approximately linearly
(figure 3b; see Figure 3D,E in [17], where the only difference is
that birth rate is Gaussian rather than quadratic). Most interest-
ingly, when deaths depend on both density and the trait,
populations can persist for d . dc, albeit in a bistable state, up
to an evolutionary tipping point at dtip (figure 3c).

What causes this bistability in the case of density- and trait-
dependent deaths? We can answer this question using the
eco-evolutionary phase plane, which shows the dynamics as a
functionofNandxl [20].The interactionbetweendensitydepen-
dence and selection bends the xl-isocline to the left, making
multiple intersections with the N-isocline possible (figure 4;
see other phase plane diagrams in electronic supplementary
material, figure S1). Biologically, this can be understood as a
positive feedback between population density and selection.
Because selection occurs through deaths, at high population
densities selection is stronger, enabling a smaller trait lag,
which keeps the population high. If the population became
small, it would experience less density-dependent mortality.
This would relax selection, causing the trait to lag further
behind the optimum and the population to diminish further,
resulting in an ‘existential crisis’. Note that if the density and
trait dependence of fitness instead works through births, the
feedback is negative: increased population density would
result in fewer births,whichwouldweaken the strength of selec-
tion (electronic supplementarymaterial, figureS1C). See figure 1
in [17] for a depiction of these pathways and [21] for further dis-
cussion on the interaction between life-history and persistence.

Therefore, even in these simple models, the potential
for evolutionary rescue rests on the details of how fitness
depends on density and traits. Understanding these
effects in organisms with more complex life cycles remains
an important open question. Other kinds of population
dynamics also need to be explored; for example, populations
that have ecological multiple stable states owing to Allee
effects are likely to also possess evolutionary tipping points
in changing environments.
5. Complication 3: community context
Species do not exist in isolation. Interactions between species,
such as competition, predation/parasitism and cooperation,
can have dramatic effects on both the demography and selec-
tion of a focal population and are thus integral to the ability
of a population to adapt and persist. Appropriately, a number
of moving optima models have included competition [22–26]
and predation [17,27,28]. On the other hand, we did not
find any studies that model both a moving optimum and a
mutualism (but see [29] for an example of within-species
cooperation), suggesting a gap in our understanding
that could be readily filled. These studies are briefly summar-
ized in electronic supplementary material, table S1. In each of
these three cases—competition, predation and cooperation—
the interaction can either help or hurt the focal population’s
persistence, depending on a number of factors (e.g. whether
a population is leading or lagging, which life-history stage
the interaction affects, and how the interaction impacts effec-
tive population size). There are many more complications to
be explored before we have a clear and comprehensive pic-
ture of how communities will adapt and reorganize in
changing environments.

A disconnect between theory and experimentation also
exists, considering community adaptation. Experiments that
expose communities to environmental change typically
impose abrupt, i.e. ‘press’, environmental changes (e.g. [30–
37]). Experiments that expose communities to gradual change
(e.g. [38,39]) will be essential for testing the predictions sum-
marized in electronic supplementary material, table S1, and
inspiring future theory.
6. Complication 4: fundamental niche limits
A central assumption of most moving optimum models is
that the fitness function maintains its shape while it shifts
at a constant rate forever. That is, these models assume that
there are no fundamental limits to either changes in the
environmental conditions or the ability of organisms to
adapt (figure 5a). While this facilitates model analysis using
the moving-frame-of-reference approach, neither assumption
is biologically or physically possible.
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We present an alternative conceptual framework, similar
to that of [28,40,41], in figure 5b. As in the classic quantitative
genetics moving optimum models we assume a unimodal fit-
ness landscape, r(x,E), for a given environmental value E, but
by contrast, the height of the landscape decreases with
increasing E. This sets an upper limit to adaptation, Ec,evo,
beyond which evolution is unable to rescue the species.
This upper limit results from fundamental biological con-
straints, where adaptation is either impossible (or at least
much slower than the rate of environmental change) or
where the net benefits are negative. For example, while popu-
lations may be able to adapt relatively quickly to a few
degrees of warming or a slight drop in pH, there may be
much less genetic variance available (or possible) to adapt
to extreme heat and acidity, imposing near fundamental
limits on adaptation (e.g. [42]). The environmental tolerance
of a species with fixed traits adapted to the pre-environ-
mental-change environment, Epre, represents the current
fundamental niche and defines another critical environ-
mental value, Ec,eco.

Including a fundamental limit to adaptation results in three
possible cases for the potential of evolutionary rescue
depending on the final post-environmental-change environ-
ment Epost. If Epost , Ec,eco, then the species will persist even
with no adaptation. If Epost . Ec,evo, then extinction is inevita-
ble. These limits do not depend on the rate of environmental
change, only its magnitude.

The situation with intermediate amounts of environmental
change, Ec,eco , Epost , Ec,evo, is more complicated. In this
case, the outcome depends on the rate of environmental
change relative to the rate of adaptation. If environmental
change is sufficiently slowor there is abundant additive genetic
variance, then population persistence is guaranteed (figure 6a,
b), as in classic moving optimummodels without fundamental
niche limits. However, if environmental change is faster or
additive genetic variance is lacking, then the trajectory of
(E(t),x(t)) can leave the region where fitness is positive,
r(x(t),E(t)) . 0 (figure 6c). Once fitness becomes sufficiently
negative, the population size plummets. The situation is then
more akin to an abrupt environmental change, where a large
amount of theory has explored the probability of persistence
(reviewed in [43] and [1]; for quantitative traits see, for
example, [44–48]). Novel mathematical techniques such as
rate-dependent bifurcation theory [49] may be useful tools
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for analysingmodels with non-uniform environmental change
that cannot be transformed into moving-frame-of-reference.
7. Conclusion
Fitness landscapes have been a central concept in evolutionary
theory [50]. Most classical quantitative genetics moving opti-
mum models have assumed a density-independent quadratic
fitness function whose shape remains invariant as it neverend-
ingly shifts at a constant rate (figure 5a). These simplifying
assumptions have facilitated mathematical analysis but limit
the ecological realism of these models. We have shown that
when the fitness function has inflection points (Complication
1) or there are interactions between density and trait depen-
dence (Complication 2), there may be evolutionary tipping
points where populations experience ‘existential crises’. Inter-
specific interactions (Complication 3) can further complicate
the picture, either enhancing or inhibiting adaptation and
persistence. Finally, fundamental limits to adaptation (Compli-
cation 4, figure 5b) may be the primary determinant ofwhether
evolution can allow species to persist in changing environ-
ments in the long run. Moving optimum theory has focused
on the rate of environmental change, yet this rate is likely
only important for persistence when the final environmental
state, Epost, exceeds a species’ current tolerance limit, Ec,eco,
but is less than the evolutionary limit, Ec,evo (figure 6).
Therefore, in an ecological context, fitness landscapes are mul-
tidimensional, depending not only on the distance between a
trait and its optimum, but on the absolute value of the environ-
mental variables, as well as intraspecific population density
and community context.

While here we considered several aspects of ecological
realism, many more aspects remain unexplored. A fruitful
research direction would be to put the concept of evolutionary
rescue in a more ecologically rich context and develop
theory and experiments that would comprehensively address
realistic scenarios.Mappingmultidimensional fitness functions
will involve extensive observational and experimental work
guided by organismal-level theory such as dynamic energy
budgetmodels [51] andcombinedwith the communityecologi-
cal theory of species interactions [52,53]. The nonlinearity of the
genotype–phenotype map presents an additional challenge to
applying quantitative genetics models to evolutionary rescue
[54]. Future studies that transplant populations andmanipulate
environmental conditions will help probe the tails of fitness
functions, which can be fitted by nonparametric functions
instead of assuming quadratics [55].

Empirically, evolutionary rescue has been demonstrated in
many taxa [1]. Evolution experiments show that species can
adapt to changing conditions, including global change stres-
sors. Trait means shift towards values that better match new
environmental conditions. For example, in marine phyto-
plankton, higher temperatures lead to the evolution of
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higher temperature optima and higher maximum tempera-
tures at which growth is possible [56]. In fruit flies, higher
temperatures also led to the selection of more thermally toler-
ant genotypes [57]. However, some recent experimental
studies showed that there are limits to evolutionary rescue.
Resource limitation prevented adaptation to higher tem-
peratures in marine phytoplankton, likely because thermal
tolerance depended on resource availability. Introducing
this complication into an eco-evolutionary model generated
predictions that matched the observed empirical patterns
[58]. Predicting species persistence in changing environ-
ments requires approaches that link theory and empirical
work and integrate across biological scales from organisms
to communities.
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